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U P C O M I N G  E V E N T S  
May 12th -- Conserving Wildlife in Booms & Busts 
MAS Program 
7:00 pm Oil and Gas Commission Building 
2211 King Blvd  
 
May 5th & 6th   Fontanelle Reservoir Field Trip 
May 9th – 22nd-- Birdathon Supporting the 
Community Naturalist Program 

S P E C I A L  F E A T U R E S  
Kid’s Corner 

What to do with baby birds? 
 

Murie’s Future Feedback Survey 
Jenny Edwards 

 
Sage Steppe 

Harry Martin 



	
	

F R O M  T H E  P R E S I D E N T ’ S  F I E L D  
N O T E S  

Greetings Murie 
Audubon Members and 
Friends! 
As of writing my “Field 
Notes” for the 
newsletter (4/24), I 
have seen my first two 
warbler species 
returning to our state! 
Yellow-rumped 
Warblers are piling 
through, some in full 
song! This is the last 
newsletter before summer. Make sure to follow the 
website: www.murieaudubon.org, our Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/murieaudubon, or contact me 
via email: zhutchinson@audubon.org, to receive 
updates about events throughout the summer! We 
will be operating TWO MAPS Banding Stations this 
year! 
For those of you who do not know, the Mission of 
Murie Audubon Society is to promote the 
conservation birds and other wildlife through 
education and enhancements of natural habitats, 
understanding, appreciation, conservation and 
advocacy. The Vision of Murie Audubon Society is to 
instill a passion for nature in present and future 
generations through awareness, enjoyment, 
understanding, appreciation, conservation and 
advocacy. If you have ways to ensure we can 
accomplish these things, email me at 
zhutchinson@audubon.org. 
Bird on! 
Zach 
MAS President 

Murie’s Future Feedback Survey 
Do you have ideas about the direction of 
Murie Audubon in the Casper 
Community?  We are looking for 
feedback to ensure that MAS maximizes 
our mission statement and vision.  For 
example, do you have newsletter ideas, 
speaker ideas, feedback on programs, 
education ideas, or just general thoughts 
to make our presence more known in 
Casper?  
 
Please complete this 3-question survey, 
so we can continue improve.  You may 
choose to remain anonymous, or feel 
free to include your name.  Follow the 
link below OR scan the QR code. 
 
https://goo.gl/forms/p3c9lI4l8yx57xG63 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thanks, and we look forward to hearing 
from you! 

K I D S ’  C O R N E R  
What to do when you find a baby bird on the ground?  The first step, is DO NOT take the 
baby home with you.  Second, determine if it is a songbird.  Ducks, geese, or birds of prey 
require professionals.  Third, look for feathers.  If it doesn’t have feathers, look around for 
the nest and place the bird into it.  Birds will not abandon baby birds that smell like human 
contrary to popular belief.  If the bird does have feathers, it is probably learning to fly.  Its 
parents are probably nearby.  Keep domestic cats and dogs away and give it some space. 
MASS Audubon  from the following link http://www.massaudubon.org/learn/nature-wildlife/birds/baby-

birds-out-of-the-nest  



 
 

C O M M U N I T Y  N A T U R A L I S T  U P D A T E  
 
The Final Chapter in “A Christmas (Bird Count) Story”  
We now conclude with the riveting ending to my first Christmas Bird Count! 
 
After we were finished with the inseam incident, we had to finish our count around the lake. We 
approached Mozingo Lake from the east with the intent to find some Snow Buntings. As we 
entered into the recreation area, we encountered a Northern Shrike. This was a great sighting for 
the count, and we celebrated briefly before moving on. 
 
As we approached the edge of the water, we encountered a group of Trumpeter Swans! These 
birds always bring great joy to me. After we marked down the swans on the tally sheet, things 
became interesting. Doc threw the Taurus into reverse and gunned it. As we sped backwards, we 
both felt the car hit something. We both looked back and saw nothing behind us. Doc grumbled 
something, threw the car in drive, and goosed it! I turned back to look once more as we pulled 
away. It was then I realized what had happened; we hit a tree. It was not a mighty tree, luckily, as 
we simply bent the tree over with the rear bumper. Do not fret, the tree survived. 
 
As we entered into our final zone of the lake, I saw several small flashes of white. It was our 
target, the Snow Buntings! This was my first time seeing these arctic breeders, and helped to 
spark a passion that drives me to this very day! 
 

 
 

 
S A V E  T H E  D A T E  

 
Spring clean up with Platte River Trails on May 20, 9am-noon.  We need some Murie 
volunteers to help clean up the piggery area.  In the past we have met at the Tate 
at 8:45am to sign in and borrow equipment, then drive over to the piggery.  Many 
hands make light work :) 
 
 
 

 



 
	

	

M U R I E  A U D U B O N  M A Y  P R O G R A M  P R E S E N T S  

 
Conserving Wildlife in a Boom and Bust State: Wildlife Conservation and Energy 

Development in Wyoming 
Amanda Withroder, a staff biologist with the Wyoming Game and Fish Habitat Protection Program, 
will present “Conserving Wildlife in a Boom and Bust State: Wildlife Conservation and Energy 
Development in Wyoming” on Friday May12 at 7 p.m. at the Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation 
Commission Building at 2211 King Blvd. The talk is free and open to the public. 
Withroder, who grew up in eastern Pennsylvania, has a BA in Political Science and a MA in 
International Studies and Environmental and Natural Resources.  She started working for the 
Wyoming Game and Fish Department in 2010 where her program is responsible for environmental 
commenting on development proposals of all types and sizes.  The goal is to work with project 
proponents to avoid and minimize impacts to wildlife as much as possible, and to mitigate if 
needed. She spends a lot of time working with other state and federal agencies on large energy 
development projects, and to ensure that we have a process in place to adequately consider the 
needs of wildlife. She also works with project proponents on implementation of the State's sage-
grouse conservation strategy.  
In a state that is dependent upon energy development, and also is home to an amazing array of 
wildlife, it is sometimes hard to strike a balance that benefits both. The job of finding that balance 
falls in part on Withroder. She will discuss how Wyoming Game and Fish coordinates with state 
and federal agencies, industry, and other stakeholders to reduce the impacts of energy 
development on wildlife in Wyoming. 
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2015!S.!Oakcrest!Ave.!Casper,!WY!82601! ! rockies.audubon.org!

Attempted!murder!
(Get!it?)!

  
 
Dear Friend of Audubon! 
 
At Audubon Rockies, we are celebrating spring with a statewide Birdathon! This spring will represent the 
FIRST annual Birdathon held by the Casper Community Naturalist, Zach Hutchinson. This will 
incorporate the Birdathon previously held by Audubon Rockies Board Member, Bart Rea. We hope to 
count on your support for our Community Naturalist Program this year. Take a peek at the Fact Sheet to 
see all the great work the Community Naturalists performed, in Wyoming, in 2016! 
 
We will count birds to support our programmatic efforts – bringing STEM education, teacher trainings, 
citizen science projects, and MAPS Bird Banding to people of all ages across Wyoming. By providing 
opportunities for students, teachers, and families to get outdoors and experience our local landscapes, we 
are helping them develop a deeper understanding of our natural world and empowering them to make a 
positive difference in their communities. 
 
With the help of people like you – our Birdathon sponsors – our Big Day will allow us to expand and 
improve our education efforts. Here’s how it works: between May 9th & May 22nd, Zach’s volunteer team 
will race against the clock to tally as many bird species as possible in one 24-hour day. Zach’s count will 
run from the Wind River Range to the Thunder Basin. When Zach is finished, he will calculate his Total 
Species Count. 
 
That is where you come in! Just fill out and return the form below to pledge a certain amount per bird 
species seen (the gambler’s option) or to contribute a fixed amount of your choice. Once the Birdathon is 
complete, Zach will send you a report of all the birds observed. We are very grateful for whatever you can 
pledge, whether it’s 50 cents, $2 or even $10 per species. The more you give, the more resources we have 
to continue our award-winning education programs. It will also ensure we can continue to protect birds, 
other wildlife, and their habitats across the Rocky Mountain Region!  
 
Thanks for being a friend of Audubon Rockies. We hope we can count on your support! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AUDUBON ROCKIES – 2017 BIRDATHON 

COUNT ME IN! I pledge $____________ Per Species for the 

Total Species Count. Please bill me for my donation. Name:_______________________________________ 

Street:_______________________________________ I’d prefer to make the enclosed gift of $________ 
 

__I’m enclosing a check payable to Audubon Rockies. 
__I will pay electronically at Audubon Rockies secure 
website: rockies.audubon.org/donate. 

City/State/Zip:________________________________ 

Email:_______________________________________ 

Phone:_______________________________________ � Previous Bart Rea Supporter 

Please include ALL contact information possible! � Yes! Add me to your newsletter & program email list! 
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rockies.audubon.org!

2015!S!Oakcrest!Ave.!Casper,!WY!82601! ! Like!us!on!Facebook!!

Over%12,000%
students%
reached%in%
2016!%

60+%
teachers%
attended%

workshops!%

639%birds%
banded%in%
2016!%

!

!

What%is%a%Birdathon?%
!

A!Birdathon!is!similar!to!walkHaHthon,!but!instead!of!donating!per!mile!

traveled,!you!are!donating!per!bird!species!seen!during!a!Big!Day!!

!

What%is%a%Big%Day?%
!

A!Big!Day!is!a!semiHcompetitive!day!of!birding.!The!goal!is!to!see!as!

many!species!during!a!24!hour!period,!within!a!region,!as!possible.!

The!region!for!this!Birdathon!will!be!Wyoming!!Zach’s!goal!will!be!200!
species!!
!

What%is%the%Community%Naturalist%Program?%
!

Audubon!Rockies’!Award%Winning!Community!Naturalists!are!

responsible!for!working!with!community!groups,!school!systems,!

Audubon!chapters,!and!other!organizations!to!coordinate!and!deliver!

education!and!outreach!programs!at!the!local!level.!

What%will%my%donation%be%used%for?%

Your!donation*!will!help!us!to!achieve!multiple!goals!for!2017:!

!

• Supply!Audubon!Adventure!
magazines!to!over!4,000%children.%

• Operate!4%MAPS%bird%banding%
stations,!involving!citizens!in!daily!outdoor!activity.%

• Provide!3%International%Migratory%
Bird%Day%Festivals!reaching!over!500%students!%

• Acquire!a!“Bird%Bus”!with!the!aid!
of!the!Charles!E.!Piersall!Chapter!of!the!Izaak!Walton!League.%

• Provide!15+%public%field%trips%and%
family%outings.!
• And!so!much!more!!

!

!

*Audubon!Rockies!is!taxHexempt!under!section!501(c)(3)!of!the!Internal!Revenue!Code.!

%
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B I R D  N O T E S  
In	spite	of	some	brief	episodes	of	winter	

weather,	Spring	is	actually	becoming	more	evident.		At	
the	time	of	this	writing,	temperatures	are	climbing,	and	
here	in	Casper	we	are	getting	more	rain	than	snow.		
Increasing	numbers	of	birds	are	making	their	way	
northward	from	their	winter	abodes:	waterfowl,	
shorebirds,	and	gulls	are	being	reported,	as	are	more	
passerines.		Sparrow	and	warbler	species	sightings	are	
increasing	daily.		Dr.	Will	Robinson	now	has	Say’s	
Phoebes,	Wood	Ducks,	pelicans,	and	an	Eastern	
Screech-Owl	on	his	ranch	between	Glenrock	and	
Douglas.	

	 Also	of	note	are	reports	of	nesting	owls,	hawks,	
and	eagles.		Bruce	and	I	listened	to	two	Great	Horned	
Owls	“talking”	on	the	Casper	College	campus.		Jim	

Herold	reported	a	nest	in	his	yard	with	two	Great	
Horned	owlets.		Stacey	Scott	noted	that	the	Burrowing	
Owls	were	back	in	his	fields.			

	 Taking	a	walk	out	in	the	prairie	can	also	reward	
you	with	wildflower	species	that	are	in	bloom:		white	
phlox	(Phlox	hoodii),	bluebells	(Mertensia	viridis),	
toadflax	(Comandra	pallida),	and	evening	primrose	
(Oenothera	caespitosa)	are	some	of	the	first	flowers	to	
show	their	colors	–	besides	the	ubiquitous	dandelion	
(Taraxacum	officinale).	

	 As	the	seasons	progress	from	spring	into	
summer,	we	hope	you	all	have	the	opportunity	to	spend	
time	outdoors	to	enjoy	the	natural	world	that	is	our	
heritage!!	

Donna	
Walgren 

 

 
G E T  O N - L I N E  

Murie has created a Facebook page.  Feel free to drop a line, show us a photo, 
and check in on upcoming events (Murie Audubon Society).  Also on 
Facebook, check out WyoBirds.  Zach Hutchinson created this page last year, 

and membership is over 170 members!  Members post excellent photos and chip in 
identification suggestions.  There is also a Wyoming Bird Listserve.  This Listserve 
directs information directly to your inbox.  
 

 
 
 

 



 
	

	

A V I A N  S C I E N C E  U P D A T E  
 
Bees tell birds to buzz off: How bumblebees steal birds' nests 
 
A new study highlights the 'parasitism by theft' of bumblebees that invade birds' nests and claim them 
as their own. Their warning buzz helps bumblebees to "scare" the bird away from the nest. The work 
by Piotr Jablonski and colleagues, from the Laboratory of Behavioral Ecology and Evolution at Seoul 
National University in South Korea, is published online in Springer's journal, Behavioral Ecology & 
Sociobiology. 
 
Conspicuous warning signals -- visual, auditory or mixed -- help prey to deter predators by signaling 
the presence of defenses (chemical, mechanical, etc). These warning signals help the predator to 
remember how to recognize the distasteful or poisonous prey that should be avoided. 
Birds are predators of bumblebees. In temperate forests, birds and bees use tree cavities for their 
nesting activities. Because bumblebees prefer cavities filled with plant materials for insulation, they 
may benefit from stealing freshly built nests from the birds. 
 
Jablonski and team studied the interactions between bumblebees and cavity-nesting Oriental and 
Varied tits in nestboxes. They were particularly interested in whether bumblebees attempted to settle 
in those boxes to which the birds brought fresh nest materials, and whether their warning signals 
provided an advantage in taking over the nests from birds. 
 
In the slopes of the Gwanak Mountain that surround Seoul National University Campus, the 
researchers observed that bumblebees were detected in up to 21 percent of freshly built nests of tits 
and were not detected in nestboxes without any bird nests. 
 
The researchers conducted experiments in which they played a bumblebee buzz to the incubating 
birds. To do this, they built a little device through which they could play the buzzing sound inside of a 
tit nest. They glued a dead bumblebee onto a toothpick, and they glued the toothpick onto a flat 
miniature speaker. The device was then hidden inside of the nest material with the bumblebee just 
under the upper layer of mosses. When a bird arrived at a nestbox, the researchers played the 
bumblebee buzz and observed the bird's response through a small camera inside the nestbox. 
 
The birds were distressed and often flew out of the nest. For control, they played songs of common 
birds. Incubating birds were less stressed by the control sound, indicating that the bumblebee buzz 
indeed may help the insects to take over the nest. 
 
The authors conclude: "The bumblebees' buzz appears to help them oust birds from their freshly built 
nests. We have provided evidence that a warning signal, known to help deter predatory attacks on a 
potentially harmful prey, may also help the prey to win ecological competition with its predators." 
 
Springer Science+Business Media. (2013, May 28). Bees tell birds to buzz off: How bumblebees steal birds' 
nests. ScienceDaily. Retrieved April 24, 2017 from www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/05/130528092122.htm 

 
 
 



	
	

	

P R O  T I P S :  H o w  t o  P h o t o g r a p h  W h i t e  B i r d s  
The brilliant white plumage of some birds 

can also show exquisite detail. Here are two tricks 
for capturing both in an image.   

One of the great things about bird 
photography is the seemingly endless diversity of 
colorful subjects. But while birds such as the 
Painted Bunting and Scarlet Tanager are certainly 
eye-catching, images capturing the elegance, grace, 
and simplicity of predominantly white birds, such as 
the Great Egret, Snowy Egret, and Trumpeter Swan, 
can be just as spectacular. 

When photographing white birds, we want 
to portray their brilliance while still preserving the 
subtle and often intricate detail in their plumage. 
This can be a delicate balance and is often a source 
of frustration for beginning bird photographers. 
Exposure theory tells us that if we come up with 
camera settings that render a gray bird as gray, 
those exact same settings will work for a white bird 
in the same light. While this is true, there is far less 
room for error with bright white subjects: 
Underexposing will make them appear too dull, and 
overexposing even a little can cause a complete loss 
of detail in the highlights.  

As a first step, put your camera in manual 
exposure mode. For many reasons, automatic 
exposure modes like Aperture Priority can make it 
difficult to achieve the level of accuracy and 
consistency that is critical for proper exposure of 
bright white subjects. This is especially true if your 
subject is in a dynamic environment or if its size in 
the frame is changing frequently.  There are many 
ways to come up with the correct settings but here 
are two simple and effective methods. 
Utilize Highlight Alerts 

By enabling highlight alerts or “blinkies” on 
your camera, any areas that have lost highlight 
detail—the detail hidden in the brightest part of a 
scene—will blink during image playback. For white 
subjects, these blinkies are both accurate and 
reliable and can be used to your advantage. Take 
test shots in manual mode with increasing levels of 
exposure until you see blinkies on the subject and 
then reduce the exposure by one third or two thirds 

of a stop. You can now use these locked-in settings 
to get the optimal exposure regardless of the 
subject’s background or its size in the frame, as long 
as the amount of light hitting the subject remains 
constant. If and when the light changes, again take 
test shots to come up with new settings. This 
method is not the most efficient or elegant, but it is 
simple and very effective. 

In overcast conditions, the light hitting the 
top of the head and the back of a bird, like this 
Snowy Sheathbill, is typically about 2/3 stop 
brighter than the light on the rest of its body. Keep 
a careful lookout for highlight alerts in these areas 
as this is where they will first occur.  
Choose Spot Metering 

Even though you are in manual mode, you 
can still use the camera’s exposure meter to guide 
you to the correct camera settings. Choose a spot 
metering pattern, which yields more predictable and 
consistent results than patterns like matrix or 
evaluative. Fill the spot metering area with white 
from the brightest part of the subject and adjust the 
camera settings until the exposure scale in the 
viewfinder reads +2. This should be very close to 
optimal, but you may be able to go one or two 
thirds of a stop more without losing highlight detail. 

As with the previous method, you can now 
fire away with these locked-in settings regardless of 
background or subject size until the light changes. 
When this happens, again fill the spot metering area 
with white plumage and adjust the camera settings 
to get back to the same reading on the exposure 
scale. Once you have used the meter as a guide to 
lock in the correct exposure, you can ignore the 
exposure scale while you are shooting—it may 
bounce all over the place as your Spot metering 
area falls over different parts of the scene. 

When a white bird against a dark 
background alters its posture, as with this Snowy 
Egret, the percentage of white vs. dark in the frame 
changes. That can cause an evaluative or matrix 
metering pattern to give different results. Spot 
metering allows you to isolate the white and get 
consistent results regardless of pose.

 
Story Printed in National Audubon. Milicia, M. (2017, April 20). How to Photograph White Birds. Retrieved April 24, 
2017, from http://www.audubon.org/news/how-photograph-white-birds 
 



 
	

	

 
HELP SUPPORT MURIE AUDUBON SOCIETY 

BECOME A ‘FRIEND’ 
The annual cost of being an individual or family ‘friend’ will be a donation of $10 or more.  Benefits 
include: Free monthly programs, free field trips, and a monthly subscription to Plains and Peaks 
newsletter.  All funds are used locally.  Check all that apply. 
 

r $10 One Year 

r Audubon Adventures (46.65 per classroom) 

r Other (Designate)  $ ______________ 

r WyoBirds ListServe (Amount of your Choosing) $___________ 

 
Total $ ___________ 
 

 
Name            
  
Address:            
 
            
 
 
City       St.     Zip     
 
Email Address: 

 
Please Make Checks Payable to MURIE AUDUBON SOCIETY, PO Box 2112, Casper, 

WY 82602 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	
	

	

 
MAS CHAPTER OFFICERS 

PRESIDENT—Zach Hutchinson (267-7560) 
zhutchinson@audubon.org 
VICE-PRESIDENT—Bruce Walgren (234-7455), 
bruce_walgren@bresnan.net 
RECORDING SECRETARY—Kim Grant, 
kimgrant5000@gmail.com 
TREASURER—Stacey Scott (262-0055), 
hustace@gmail.com 
PROGRAM CHAIR—Bruce Walgren 
CIRCULATION/MEMBERSHIP RECORDS—Jan Whitney 
(237-7709), janw@tribcsp.com 
MEMBERSHIP CHAIR—Harry Martin (258-1255), 
harry@harrymartincartoons.com 
EDUCATION CHAIR— Nicole Sedgeley 
NEWSLETTER EDITOR—Jenny Edwards, (259-9956), 
jenny5526@myncsd.org  
WEBSITE—Rose-Mary King 
(262-4861), kingchick3547@live.com  
HOSPITALITY CHAIR—Kathy Knapp (259-2165), 
KathyaKnapp@hotmail.com; Nancy Stichert (265-0144), 
nstichert@teglerinsurance.com 
PUBLICITY CHAIR—Jenny Edwards, 
jenny5526@myncsd.org 
FIELD TRIP CHAIR—Sarah Baird, sbaird75@yahoo.com 
BANQUET CHAIR—VACANT 
EMERITUS—Bart Rea (234-6282), bdrea@tribscp.com 
PAST PRESIDENT—Chris Michelson (234-8726), 
michelsonce@aol.com 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

 
 Term Expires 2017 
Hayley Lanier, hlanier@uwyo.edu  
Jenny Edwards, jennny5526@myncsd.org 
Larry Keffer, keffer2005@yhoo.com  
Donna Walgren (234-7455) 
piranga@bresnan.net 

 
 Term Expires 2018 
Bob Yonts, (473-3045), bbyonts@juno.com, Rose-Mary 

King, Chris Michelson (234-8726), michelsonce@aol.com 

AUDUBON ROCKIES - REGIONAL OFFICE OF 
NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY 

 
Regional Office: 106 N. College Ave., Suite 1, Fort Collins, CO 
80524. Phone: 970-416-6931 (Contact number for staff) 
Regional Community Naturalists, 410 McKean Rd., Moorcroft 
WY 82721, Phone: 307-756-3149.  
Dusty Downey—Cell: 504-453-4124, ddowney@audubon.org, 
Jacelyn Downey—Cell: 504-453-4139, jdowney@audubon.org; 
Casper Community Naturalist—Zach Hutchinson 
—Cell: 307-267-7560; zhutchinson@audubon.org 
 
Allison Holloran - Executive Director of Audubon Rockies 
Region, aholloran@audubon.org 
John Kloster-Prew, Development Director 
Daly Edmunds, Regional Policy Coordinator 
Abby Burk, WRAN Coordinator Jamie Weiss, Habitat Heroes 
Coordinator 
Mandi Casolo, Office Assistant 
Audubon Rockies website - http://www.rockies.audubon.org 

Facebook under Audubon Rockies 
 
 

 
 

M A S  V I S I O N  S T A T E M E N T  
The vision of Murie Audubon Society is to instill 

a passion for nature in present and future 
generations through awareness, enjoyment, 

understanding, appreciation, conservation, and 
advocacy. 

 

M A S  M I S S I O N  S T A T E M E N T  
The mission of Murie Audubon Society is to 
promote the conservation of birds and other 
wildlife through education and enhancement 

of natural habitats, understanding, 
appreciation, conservation, and advocacy. 

 
 

N O T I C E  T O  F R I E N D S  O F  M U R I E  N E W S L E T T E R  R E C I P I E N T S  
 

Those who have not paid in one year or more should see “Expired” and a date of expiration on your 
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